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We have known for over a century that nontuberculous mycobacterial infections differ
microbiologically and immunologically from those of typical bacterial pathogens. We are now learning
they differ ecologically as well. http://ow.ly/8sau30lCqHz
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If you have spent time driving in the southern USA, you have witnessed the vast green scourge that is
kudzu. Innocently introduced to America from Japan at the 1876 Centennial Exposition, the kudzu vine
has infested the American south, blanketing roadsides and smothering competing vegetation (figure 1).
Kudzu can grow a foot (∼30 cm) a day, scales trees and telephone poles, and creates a dense shade that
deprives everything beneath it of sunlight. American Southerners insist that when it is quiet in early
summer, one can hear the kudzu growing.

Kudzu’s strategy (grow fast, get big and crowd out competitors) serves as a decent metaphor for our
current ecological understanding of acute bacterial pneumonia. Compared to the diverse but
low-abundance bacterial communities detected in healthy lungs (figure 2a), lung microbiota in acute
pneumonia resemble a kudzu-overrun roadside: high biomass (measured by total bacterial burden), low
diversity, and community domination by a single, usually cultivable pathogen (e.g. Streptococcus
pneumoniae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa or Staphylococcus aureus) [1–3] (figure 2b). The rapid clinical onset
of acute bacterial pneumonia also mirrors kudzu’s breakneck pace, progressing over hours rather than
weeks or months. If one auscultates closely enough, one can almost hear the pneumococci dividing.

In this issue of the European Respiratory Journal, SULAIMAN et al. [4] provide us with an important
exception to this “kudzu” model of lung ecology in respiratory infections. The authors’ focus was
nontuberculous mycobacteria (NTM), ubiquitous environmental microbes that represent a common,
growing and clinically significant cause of lung disease [5]. The authors used the now-familiar molecular
techniques of microbial ecology (16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene amplicon sequencing) to characterise
bacterial communities in sputum and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid collected from a large and well-matched
cohort of patients with non-cystic fibrosis bronchiectasis. The presence of viable NTM was confirmed via
concurrent culture on appropriate media and NTM-infected specimens were compared with matched
NTM-negative controls. The authors’ thoughtful, well-powered and well-controlled approach provides the
field with our best glimpse to date of the lung ecology of mycobacterial respiratory infections.

The study’s most provocative findings are its negative ones, as they reveal how ecologically dissimilar NTM
infections are from acute bacterial pneumonia (figure 2c). When compared to NTM-negative specimens,
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NTM-infected specimens had no detectable increase in total bacterial burden. This differs from acute
pneumonia, in which bacterial burden of respiratory specimens is typically 10–1000-fold higher than those
of uninfected patients [2, 6]. Similarly, NTM-infected specimens did not differ in their community
diversity compared to NTM-negative specimens, failing to resemble the “collapsed community” of acute
bacterial pneumonia [2, 3]. Finally, whereas in acute bacterial pneumonia, the culture-identified pathogen
is usually dominant, representing a wide majority of detected bacteria, the authors found that NTM
remains only a minor community member, near or below our molecular limits of detection. By all key
ecological indices (biomass, diversity and relative abundance of the pathogen), NTM infections look
nothing like the kudzu-like communities of bacterial pneumonia.

A savvy reader may ask if these negative findings are artefactual, reflecting the known technical challenges
of studying mycobacteria. The thick, waxy cell wall of mycobacteria is notoriously stubborn against DNA
extraction and the genomes of most disease-associated mycobacteria contain only one copy of the
amplified 16S rRNA gene [7] (unlike, for example, S. pneumoniae and P. aeruginosa, which have four 16S
rRNA genes apiece). Thus NTM are systematically underrepresented in most sequencing-based studies of
lung microbiota. The current authors, mindful of these issues, used a complementary approach that was
optimised to maximise mycobacterial signal, including a modified DNA extraction protocol [8] and a

FIGURE 1 The kudzu vine’s
“infection” of the southern US
highway system resembles acute
bacterial pneumonia: high biomass,
low diversity and community
domination by a single invasive
species. Chronic mycobacterial
infections, we are learning, employ
a more insidious ecological
strategy. Photograph by Kerry
Britton for the US Forest Service
(Washington, DC, USA).
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FIGURE 2 Ecological patterns of respiratory infections. a) In health, lung bacterial biomass is low and comprised of a diverse community of
oropharynx-associated bacteria. b) In acute bacterial infections, bacterial biomass is high and diversity collapses around a dominant pathogen
comprising the vast majority of detected bacteria (the “kudzu” model). c) By contrast, in chronic mycobacterial infections, biomass remains
modest, diversity remains unchanged and the pathogen is a minor constituent of the lung community close to the limit of detection for current
sequencing technologies.
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nested two-step amplification protocol for enriching sequencing results with mycobacterial reads [9].
Despite this intentional deck-stacking, mycobacteria were still only detected in a minority of NTM-positive
specimens (47% of bronchoalveolar lavage specimens and 17% of sputum specimens). Even with
intentionally biased sequencing techniques, the mycobacteria of the infected patients’ airways are barely
(and not always) detectable.

This important observation that even optimised sequencing techniques cannot detect mycobacteria in
most culture-positive specimens should suffice to correct a commonly repeated fallacy: that our modern
microbiome tools are more sensitive than conventional cultivation. In fact, culture remains our most
sensitive assay for the detection and identification of low-abundance bacteria. Whereas cultivation can, in
principle, detect the presence of a single bacterial cell, our sequencing platforms have finite depths of
sampling, and are profoundly “noisy” at low bacterial concentrations due to the contaminating influence
of environmental and reagent DNA [10, 11]. Indeed, when sequencing techniques are complemented by
concurrent cultivation, their sensitivity increases considerably [12, 13]. This common misconception (the
superior sensitivity of sequencing) stems from the increased breadth of microbiota reported by
sequencing-based approaches, as they provide relative quantification of bacterial taxa independent of their
ability to grow in specific selective conditions. The revolution in molecular microbiology has proven
invaluable for understanding the complexity of respiratory microbiology but the current study reminds us
that it has not improved our ability to detect low-abundance bacteria like NTM.

This observation has key implications for one of the field’s most exciting recent developments: the use of
real-time metagenomics to rapidly identify respiratory pathogens using direct specimen sequencing. The
speed, cost and accessibility of sequencing have all advanced so quickly that what was unthinkable a
decade ago has already been shown feasible [14, 15]: using direct metagenomic sequencing of patient
specimens, respiratory pathogens can be identified with great precision in mere hours, far faster than
conventional culture-based protocols. While this approach could prove transformative in accelerating
clinical diagnostics and informing antimicrobial stewardship, a key barrier is the high host/microbe ratio of
genomic DNA in respiratory specimens [16]. The current study suggests that while real-time sequencing
may prove useful in “kudzu” conditions like acute bacterial pneumonia, in which the “signal” of the
overgrown pathogen swells to readily detectable levels, the technology is unlikely to replace cultivation for
the diagnosis of NTM and smear-negative Mycobacterium tuberculosis infections.

This distinct ecology of NTM infections is compatible with our understanding of the distinct survival
strategies used by mycobacterial and typical bacterial pathogens in the hostile microenvironment of the
lower respiratory tract. In acute bacterial pneumonia, pathogens thrive via brute force, overwhelming host
defences and co-opting the ecological consequences of acute inflammation. In pneumonia, the alveolar
space, normally inhospitable to bacterial reproduction [17], is flooded with nutrient-rich oedema [18]
providing an otherwise scarce carbon source. The signalling molecules of the host stress response (e.g.
tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-α, interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6 and catecholamines) selectively promote the
growth of bacterial pathogens (e.g. P. aeruginosa, S. aureus and S. pneumoniae) [19–21]. Thus, a
self-perpetuating positive feedback loop is established [22]: pathogen growth provokes host inflammation,
altering the alveolar microenvironment, which is further exploited by reproducing pathogens. In contrast,
mycobacteria use a strategy of stealth, subterfuge and avoidance to persist in the lung. Though pathogenic
mycobacteria contain a number of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) capable of provoking
brisk immune reactions, they also secrete dedicated surface lipids (e.g. phthiocerol dimycoceroserate) that
“mask” their PAMPs, avoiding activation of innate immunity [23]. Mycobacterium avium (the most
commonly identified NTM species in the current study) coordinates an exquisite manipulation of alveolar
macrophages, stimulating production of anti-inflammatory cytokines (e.g. IL-10), and blunting TNF-α
production and antigen presentation [24]. If acute bacterial pathogens use the tactics of “shock and awe”,
chronic mycobacterial infections are “sleeper cells” content to persist below the limit of detection (both of
our assays and of our host defences).

A related and provocative finding of the current study is that the immune tone of the lungs in
NTM-infected patients correlates more tightly with their non-mycobacterial lung bacteria than with the
detected presence of NTM. Put visually, in patients with culture-confirmed NTM infections, the left side
of figure 2c (e.g. Prevotella sp. and Veillonella sp.) matters more in acute inflammation than whether
mycobacteria are above or below the limit of detection. This finding suggests a new layer of complexity to
NTM pathogenesis, namely the complex interactions between the pathogen, the host and lung microbiota.
The current authors have previously reported a plausible example of how non-mycobacterial lung bacteria
may modulate the host immune response, influencing susceptibility to M. tuberculosis infection [25]. A
likely contributing factor is pharyngeal aspiration and reflux, which surely alter lung microbiota [1],
contribute to lung immunity and injury [26], and are correlated with susceptibility to tuberculosis [27]
and NTM lung disease [28].
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Since the days of the rivalry between Pasteur and Koch (who respectively discovered S. pneumoniae and
M. tuberculosis a year apart in 1881 and 1882), we have known that mycobacterial infections differ
microbiologically from those of typical bacterial pathogens. In the subsequent 130 years, we have learned
that they also differ immunologically and therapeutically. With the current study, SULAIMAN et al. [4] have
revealed how profoundly they differ ecologically as well.
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